A. The Hellenic Journal of Nuclear Medicine published by the Hellenic Society of Nuclear Medicine in Thessaloniki, aims to contribute to research, to education and cover the scientific and professional interests of physicians, in the field of nuclear medicine and in medicine in general. The journal may publish papers of nuclear medicine and also papers that refer to related information from dosimetry, computer science, targeting of gene expression, radioimmunoassay, cell trafficking, related historical brief reviews and other related subjects. Original papers are preferred. The journal may also publish original papers of general medical importance. The journal may agree to publish supplements covering important subjects, dully reviewed and subscripted separately.

B. General rules and submission of papers: a) The English section of the journal appears separately in every issue. An extended abstract in English follows every article printed in the Greek section. b) In-house corrections are done once or twice. After the in-house and the reviewers’ approval, the HJNM publishes articles that have not been published elsewhere even in part. c) It is strongly suggested that the number of cases studied should not be less than 50 for any homogenous group studied for statistical reasons. This number may vary according to the originality of the paper. Repetitions in the text are not permitted. All acronyms should be explained the first time they appear in the text. Statements or opinions that are not related to the objective and do not derive from the findings of the article, are not permitted; especially when they favour persons or have an advertising character. d) Original, research papers, short communications and technical notes should include enough details for the readers who wish to repeat their methods and also be well understood by the readers. e) All papers may be corrected at any stage and final publication may be denied if authors are unwilling to comply with suggested corrections. f) The authors understand that their papers are available for comments or for enquiries from other colleagues and the media. g) Authors whose native language is not English are strongly advised to have their manuscripts checked by a person who has an excellent knowledge of English prior to submission. The text of the articles submitted should be
written in *Times New Roman* characters, size 12, line spacing 1.5 and margins 2.5 cm around the text. Capital letters and parentheses should be avoided. h) *All texts must have recent references starting from the current year backwards.* i) The names of the authors should be in the following order only: first name, middle name, surname and degrees of all authors; under the responsibility of the corresponding author. Double publication in the English and Greek section of the journal is not allowed. j) *From the time of first submission up to three years after publication in the journal, authors may be asked to provide their raw data.* k) Sometimes editors make mistakes. We would like to hear about them. l) All manuscripts are confidential and should be of not more than 18-20 pages described as above, when first submitted excluding reviews and seminars. m) All authors are fully responsible for the quality, the data and the integrity of their papers and also for their opinions and conclusions related to their papers. n) If a paper is rejected for good reason(s) we do not wish to counter-reply to the authors.

**C. Published papers are of the following categories:** a) Editorials. b) Editorial Notes. c) Biographies. d) Comments. e) *Original articles* presenting and supporting new data and new theories not published before. These articles have priority. f) *Research articles*, confirming, supporting or rejecting existing data or theories. g) *Short communications*; with important results but fewer patients. h) *Seminars, reviews and short reviews* may be written by a limited number of authors. Multinational or epidemiological articles may be written by many authors. i) *Special articles* related to nuclear medicine, to the history of Medicine, or to medical education. j) *Distinguished lectures.* k) *Case reports* should refer to an extraordinary, prototype subject and content and be well documented (not more than 1-2 for every issue). l) *Letters to the Editor* referring to papers already published are considered for publication. *Letters to the Editor* not referring to papers already published should include material not published before. Submission letters should be signed by all authors. All letters should have up to 1000 words. For more information about letters to the Editor please refer to other paragraphs of the present “Instructions to Authors”.

Only complete Original Articles or Editorials certainly go to ahead of print and PubMed. From the other categories of papers the editors decide due to originality
and interest to the readers which papers may be send to ahead of print and PubMed. All papers are included in our website www.nuclmed.gr.

D. Article chapters: Every article should be divided into headed sections in the following order: a) the title page, which includes the name(s) of the author(s), the name(s) of their institution(s), the corresponding author and his address and 4-5 keywords. Keywords are taken from index medicus (medical subject headings). Titles and texts should be concise. Titles should express only one idea or subject and usually include no acronyms. In case, authors are more than expected for every kind of paper, the Editor may inform the corresponding author accordingly. b) The Abstract contains the objective upon which the article was based, the subjects or material and methods studied, the results, a brief discussion-evaluation and the conclusion of the study, all in one paragraph. c) In Introduction, authors must summarize the problem, refer briefly to previous research and explain exactly why and what they have studied. d) Subjects, Material and Methods should be detailed. e) Results, should not repeat what is presented in Tables or Figures except the title and the main result. f) Discussion, contains only what is related to the findings-aims of the article. No names of authors may be mentioned in Discussion, except those related to historical or exceptional events, with the year of the publication in parenthesis. References should be mentioned in brackets [ref.]. Conclusion should be brief, related to the findings of the study and included at the end of Discussion. g) Acknowledgements. h) Bibliography should only include works cited in the text and published or accepted for publication. Personal communications not published should be mentioned in the text only. In Bibliography, only the names of the first three authors should be mentioned adding: et al. In case the authors are four, they are all mentioned. The names of the journals or books should be in italic. Examples of references: 1. Wilson W, Davies JH, Mittel C et al. Treatment of Graves disease with iodine-131; ten years of follow up. Hell J Nucl Med 2013; 5: 102-12. Or: 2. Snakes DE, Murphy GI. Bone scan in breast carcinoma. In: Spiers DG, Hoffnagel AB, James A et al. Eds. A Textbook of Radionuclides and Cancer. 3rd edn. Lee & Febiger, London and N.Y. 2013; 410-20. For a book, give editors, publisher, the city and year of publication. For a chapter or section of a book, also give the authors, title of the section and the page numbers. For online material, please cite the URL, together with the date you accessed the website. The Editor may suggest additional and/or recent references. All Bibliography should be written in
Tables and Figures should be easily readable and belong to the authors or be reprinted by permission, numbered in Arabic numerals and given a short title. Digital photography files should have a resolution of at least 300dpi and be at least 107mm wide. Tables should be in word format. Abbreviations within Tables should be explained with letters size 9, as footnotes. Letters accompanying images should be size 12, Times New Roman. The accuracy of data etc. of the whole paper including the references and the procedure for obtaining permission for Tables and Figures is the responsibility of the authors. j) The authors and especially the corresponding author shall be responsible for false statements or failure to fulfil all requirements mentioned in the present “Instructions to Authors”. Conflict of interest and financial relations should be disclosed. All papers will be checked for plagiarism, duplicate publication and text recycling.

E. Submission of articles: All articles may be submitted in electronic form. The Journal will communicate with the authors via email. A letter accompanying every article and signed by all authors, should state clearly that: a) All authors agree to the present Instructions to Authors. b) All authors have offered substantial contribution to conception, design, analysis, interpretation and final approval of the article version submitted for publication. c) All authors give the copyright of their article to the journal. d) The submitted articles should not have been and will not be submitted, even partly, for publication elsewhere. Furthermore, the submitted articles should not have been, even partly, published (i.e posters) or abstracted elsewhere. e) The article submitted has been approved by the authorities of the institution where the work was carried and that the subjects studied have given their informed consent. f) They understand that authors must take permission for their paper to be presented orally or abstracted elsewhere. g) All human studies have been performed under the rules of the 1964 Declaration of Helsinki. h) They understand that all authors must state any financial or personal relationship with people, organizations, firms etc. and declare any conflicts of interest. i) The corresponding author must state that he or she had full access to all data of the study and has final responsibility for the decision to submit the paper to HJNM. j) Reports on animals should mention that: “principles of laboratory animal care, as well as specific national laws and regulations, were followed”. k) Authors must state if their paper has been previously sent ineffectively
to another Journal. 1) In case they describe their paper as Original, they must dully support it as such.

**F. Other information:** For online publication, authors should communicate with the Editor. Editors cannot be held responsible for errors arising from the use of information by the authors which is published in this Journal. Views and opinions of authors do not necessarily reflect those of the Editors or of the Advisors of the Journal.

**G. Submission-corrections fee and symbolic contribution to printing expenses:** The submission corrections fee covers when needed, corrections or suggestions referring to the typical style of the Journal, syntaxis of the text, the English language, substantial suggestions, extra work of the secretariat etc. The above suggestions include: those after primary reading, after in-house assessment and also after reviewers’ assessment. Submission-corrections fee and also symbolic contribution to printing expenses are to be paid by the group of authors and is estimated to range between 400€-900€. It is important to mention that the above mentioned corrections etc, if needed, can be completed only with the cooperation of the authors. The Editor may not reply to the answers of the authors to the above suggestions but will inform the reviewers accordingly.

The above expenses may be partly waived, after communication with the Editor. **Corresponding authors** are personally responsible for the above fee. **Corresponding authors** receive a free issue of the Journal. **Offprints** are available if ordered on time. Minimum order is 20 reprints. Each reprint up to 4 pages costs 2€, postage added. Arrangements for more reprints are made between the Editor and the authors. **Manuscripts, Figure etc** will not be returned.